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Follow
Notice of Intent to Sole Source - CLEAR Subscription
General Information

Contract
Opportunity
Type: Special
Notice (Original)
All Dates/Times are: (UTC-04:00) EASTERN STANDARD TIME, NEW YORK, USA
Original Published Date:
Aug 09, 2021 08:55 am EDT

Original Response
Date:
Aug 13, 2021 08:00 am EDT

Inactive Policy:
15 days after response date

Original Inactive Date:
Aug 28, 2021

Initiative:
- None

Classification
Original Set
Aside:
Product
Service
Code:
7A21
-
IT
AND
TELECOM
-
BUSINESS
APPLICATION
SOFTWARE
(PERPETUAL
LICENSE
SOFTWARE)
NAICS
Code:
511210
-
Software
Publishers
Place
of
Performance:
Quantico,
VA
22134
USA

Description
This
is
a
notice
of
intent
to
sole
source
a
procurement
under
FAR
Part
13
Simplified
Acquisition
Procedures
and
FAR
13.106-1(b)
(1)(i)
- soliciting
from
a
single
source.
This
requirement
is
for
Thomson
Reuters
Consolidated
Lead
Evaluation
and
Reporting
(CLEAR)
Software
Subscription.
The
applicable
NAICS
Code
is
511210-
Software
Publishers.
The
USMC
Regional
Contracting
Office
(RCO)
-
Marine
Corps
Installations-
National
Capital
Region
(MCI-
NCR)
at
Quantico
Marine
Corps
Base,
VA
intends
to
award
a
sole
source
contract
to,
West
Publishing
Corporation,
610
Opperman
Drive,
Eagan,
The MCI-NCR RCO intends to award this requirement under the authority of FAR 6.302-1(a) (iii), “Only One Responsible Source and No Other Supplies or Services Will Satisfy Agency Requirements.”

This notice of intent is NOT
a request for competitive quotes; however, all responsible sources may submit a capability statement or quotation which shall be considered by the agency. Capability statements or quotes, if received timely, will be considered; however, a determination by the Government not
emailed
to
melissa.chabot@usmc.mil
no
later
than
13
August
2021,
08:00
a.m.
Eastern
Time.
Late
responses
will
not
be
considered.

Attachments/Links

Request
Access

No
attachments
or
links
have
been
added
to
this
opportunity.
Contact Information

Contracting Office Address

ATTN:
DIRECTOR
REGIONAL
CONTRACTING
2010
HENDERSON RD
QUANTICO
, VA
22134-5028
USA

Primary Point of Contact

Melissa Chabot

melissa.chabot@usmc.mil

7034321668

Secondary Point of
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